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Graphics & Animation with Android 

 With Android, we can display images such as PNG and JPG 
graphics, as well as text and primitive shapes to the screen. 

 

 We can paint these items with various colors, styles, or 
gradients and modify them using standard image transforms. 

 

 We can even animate objects to give the illusion of motion. 
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Drawing on the screen 
(Canvases & Paint) 

 To draw to the screen a valid Canvas object is required.  

  

 To get a valid Canvas object is to extend the View class for our 
own purposes and implementing the onDraw() method. 

 

private static class ViewWithRedDot extends View { 

public ViewWithRedDot(Context context) { 

super(context); 

} 
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Drawing on the screen 
(Canvases & Paint) 

@Override 

protected void onDraw(Canvas canvas)  
{ 

canvas.drawColor(Color.BLACK); 
Paint circlePaint = new Paint(); 
circlePaint.setColor(Color.rgb(123, 0, 55)); 
//canvas.drawCircle(canvas.getWidth()/2,canvas.getHeight()/2,canvas.getWidth()/

2, circlePaint); 
//canvas.drawRect(10, 10, 150, 50, circlePaint); 
circlePaint.setColor(Color.WHITE); 
//canvas.drawCircle(25, 25, 10, circlePaint); 
RectF rf = new RectF(10, 10, 150, 150); 
//canvas.drawArc(rf, 180, 90, true, circlePaint); 
//canvas.drawRoundRect(rf, 100, 20, circlePaint); 
canvas.drawText("hello", 100, 100, circlePaint); 

• }} 
 setContentView(new ViewWithRedDot(this)); 
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Canvas 

 The Canvas : 

 The Canvas (android.graphics.Canvas) object holds the draw 
calls, in order, for a rectangle of space. 

 

 There are methods available for drawing images, text, shapes, 
and support for clipping regions. 

 

 The dimensions of the Canvas are bound by the container 
view. 

 

 Retrieve the size of the Canvas using the getHeight() and 
getWidth() methods. 
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Paint & Paint Color 

 The Paint   In Android, the Paint (android.graphics.Paint) object 
stores far more than a color.  

 

 The Paint class encapsulates the style and complex color and 
rendering information, which can be applied to a drawable like a 
graphic, shape, or piece of text in a given Typeface. 

 

 Paint Color  You can set the color of the Paint using the setColor() 
method. Standard colors are predefined within the 
android.graphics.Color class.  

 

 For example, the following code sets the paint color to red: 

 Paint redPaint = new Paint(); 

 redPaint.setColor(Color.RED); 
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Paint Antialiasing 

 Paint Antialiasing  Antialiasing makes many graphics—
whether they are shapes or typefaces—look smoother on the 
screen. 

  

 This property is set within the Paint of an object. 

 

 For example, the following code instantiates a Paint object 
with antialiasing enabled: 

 Paint aliasedPaint = new Paint(Paint.ANTI_ALIAS_FLAG); 
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Paint Style 

 Paint Style  Paint style controls how an object is filled with 
color.  

 

 For example, the following code instantiates a Paint object 
and sets the Style to STROKE, which signifies that the object 
should be painted as a line drawing and not filled (the 
default): 

  

 Paint linePaint = new Paint(); 

 linePaint.setStyle(Paint.Style.STROKE); 
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Paint Gradient 

 Paint Gradient  You can create a gradient of colors using 
one of the gradient subclasses. 

 

 The different gradient classes including LinearGradient, 
RadialGradient, and SweepGradient, are available under the 
superclass android.graphics.Shader. 

 

 All gradients need at least two colors—a start color and an 
end color—but might contain any number of colors in an 
array. 
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Paint Gradient 

 Paint Gradient : 

  

 The different types of gradients are differentiated by the 
direction in which the gradient “flows.” 

 

 Gradients can be set to mirror and repeat as necessary. 

   

 You can set the Paint gradient using the setShader() method. 
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Gradient : Linear Gradient 

  Working with Linear Gradients: 

  A linear gradient is one that changes colors along a single 
straight line. 

 

 You can achieve this by creating a LinearGradient and setting 
the Paint method setShader() before drawing on a Canvas, as : 

 

Paint circlePaint = new Paint(Paint.ANTI_ALIAS_FLAG); 

LinearGradient linGrad = new LinearGradient(0, 0, 25, 25, 

Color.RED, Color.BLACK, 

Shader.TileMode.MIRROR); 

circlePaint.setShader(linGrad); 

canvas.drawCircle(100, 100, 100, circlePaint); 
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Gradient : Radial Gradient 

  Working with Radial Gradients : 

 A radial gradient is one that changes colors starting at a single 
point and radiating outward in a circle. 

 You can achieve this by creating a RadialGradient and setting 
the Paint method setShader() before drawing on a Canvas, as :  

 

 Paint circlePaint = new Paint(Paint.ANTI_ALIAS_FLAG); 

 RadialGradient radGrad = new RadialGradient(250, 

 175, 50, Color.GREEN, Color.BLACK, 

 Shader.TileMode.MIRROR); 

 circlePaint.setShader(radGrad); 

 canvas.drawCircle(250, 175, 50, circlePaint); 
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Gradient : Sweep Gradient 

  Working with Sweep Gradients : 
 A sweep gradient is one that changes colors using slices of a pie, this type 

of gradient is often used for a color chooser. 
 
 You can achieve this by creating a SweepGradient and setting the Paint 

method setShader() before drawing on a Canvas, as : 
 

Paint circlePaint = new Paint(Paint.ANTI_ALIAS_FLAG); 
SweepGradient sweepGrad = new 
SweepGradient(canvas.getWidth()-175, 
canvas.getHeight()-175, 
new int[] { Color.RED, Color.YELLOW, Color.GREEN, Color.BLUE, 

Color.MAGENTA }, null); 

   circlePaint.setShader(sweepGrad); 
   canvas.drawCircle(canvas.getWidth()-175,canvas.getHeight()-175, 100, 
  circlePaint); 
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Paint Utilities 

 Working with Paint Utilities for Drawing Text : 

  

 The Paint class includes a number of utilities and features for 
rendering text to the screen in different typefaces and styles.  

 

 Now is a great time to start drawing some text to the screen. 
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Text 

 Android provides several default font typefaces and  styles. 

  

 Applications can also use custom fonts by including font files 
as application assets and loading them using the  
AssetManager.  
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Using Default Fonts and Typefaces 

 By default,Android uses the Sans Serif typeface, but 
Monospace and Serif typefaces are also available. 

 

Paint mPaint = new Paint(Paint.ANTI_ALIAS_FLAG); 

Typeface mType; 

 

mPaint.setTextSize(16); 

mPaint.setTypeface(null); 

 

canvas.drawText(“Default Typeface”, 20, 20, mPaint); 
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Animation 

 The Android platform supports three types of graphics 
animation: 

  

 Animated GIF images  Store the animation frames within 
the image, and you simply include these GIFs like any other 
graphic drawable resource. 

 

 Frame-by-frame animation  The developer must provide all 
graphics frames of the animation. 

 

 Tweened animation  Only a single graphic is needed, upon 
which transforms can be programmatically applied. 
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Frame-by-Frame Animation 

What is Frame-by-Frame Animation?  

 

“Think of frame-by-frame animation as a digital flipbook in which 
a series of similar images display on the screen in a sequence, 

each subtly different from the last. 

 

 When you display these images quickly, they give the illusion 
of movement. 

 

 This technique is called frame-by-frame animation and is 
often used on the Web in the form of animated GIF images.” 
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Frame-by-Frame Animation 

 The smoothness of the animation is controlled by providing 
an adequate number of frames and choosing the appropriate 
speed on which to swap them. 

 

ImageView img = (ImageView)findViewById(R.id.ImageView1); 

BitmapDrawable frame1 = (BitmapDrawable)getResources(). 

 getDrawable(R.drawable.f1); 

BitmapDrawable frame2 = (BitmapDrawable)getResources(). 

 getDrawable(R.drawable.f2); 

BitmapDrawable frame3 = (BitmapDrawable)getResources(). 

 getDrawable(R.drawable.f3); 

Loading 
Bitmap 
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Frame-by-Frame Animation 

int reasonableDuration = 250; 

AnimationDrawable mAnimation = new AnimationDrawable(); 

mAnimation.addFrame(frame1, reasonableDuration); 

mAnimation.addFrame(frame2, reasonableDuration); 

mAnimation.addFrame(frame3, reasonableDuration); 

img.setBackgroundDrawable(mAnimation); 

 

mAnimation.setOneShot(false); 

 

mAnimation.start(); 

 

mAnimation.stop(); 

Animation loop 
continuously 

Starting & Stopping 
Animation 
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Tweened Animation 

 With tweened animation, you can provide a single Drawable 
resource—it is a Bitmap graphic, a ShapeDrawable, a TextView  
or any other type of View object—and the intermediate 
frames of the animation are rendered by the system. 

 

 Android provides tweening support for several common 
image transformations, including alpha, rotate, scale, and 
translate animations. 
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Tweened Animation 

 Defining Tweened Animations as XML Resources 
 /res/anim/spin.xml  
  

<?xml version=”1.0” encoding=”utf-8” ?> 
<set  
 xmlns:android= “http://schemas.android.com/apk/res/android” 
 android:shareInterpolator=”false”> 

<rotate 
android:fromDegrees=”0” 
android:toDegrees=”360” 
android:pivotX=”50%” 
android:pivotY=”50%” 
android:duration=”5000” /> 

</set> 
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Tweened Animation 

 Defining Tweened Animations Programmatically 

 The different types of transformations are available as classes 
within the android.view.animation package. 

  

 RotateAnimation rotate = new RotateAnimation( 

 0, 360, RotateAnimation.RELATIVE_TO_SELF, 0.5f, 

 RotateAnimation.RELATIVE_TO_SELF, 0.5f); 

 rotate.setDuration(5000); 
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Tweened Animation 

 Defining Simultaneous and Sequential Tweened Animations 

 

 Animation transformations can happen simultaneously or 
sequentially when you set the startOffset and duration 
properties, which control when and for how long an 
animation takes to complete 
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Tweened Animation 

  Loading Animations 

 

ImageView iView = (ImageView)findViewById(R.id.ImageView1); 

iView.setImageResource(R.drawable.green_rect); 

Animation an = AnimationUtils.loadAnimation(this, R.anim.grow); 

iView.startAnimation(an); 
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Tweened Animation 

  Four Different Tweening Transformations : 

 

 Transparency changes (Alpha) 

 Rotations (Rotate) 

 Scaling (Scale) 

 Movement (Translate) 
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Tweened Animation 

  Working with Alpha Transparency Transformations : 

 

 Transparency is controlled using Alpha transformations. 

 

 Alpha transformations can be used to fade objects in and out 
of view or to layer them on the screen. 

 

 Alpha values range from 0.0 (fully transparent or invisible) to 
1.0 (fully opaque or visible). 

 

 Alpha animations involve a starting transparency (fromAlpha) 
and an ending transparency (toAlpha). 
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Tweened Animation 

 A transparency-change animation, taking five seconds to fade 
in from fully transparent to fully opaque: 

 

<alpha 

 android:fromAlpha=”0.0” 

 android:toAlpha=”1.0” 

 android:duration=”5000”> 

</alpha> 

 

 Programmatically, you can create this same animation using 
the AlphaAnimation class within the android.view.animation 
package. 
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Tweened Animation 

 Working with Rotating Transformations : 

  

 You can use rotation operations to spin objects clockwise or 
counterclockwise around a pivot point within the object’s 
boundaries. 

 

 Rotations are defined in terms of degrees.  

  

 For example, you might want an object to make one complete 
clockwise rotation.  

   set the fromDegrees property to 0 and the toDegrees property 
 to 360. 

 To rotate the object counterclockwise instead 

  set the toDegrees property to -360. 
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Tweened Animation 

 By default, the object pivots around the (0,0) coordinate, or 
the top-left corner of the object. 

 

 This is great for rotations such as those of a clock’s hands. 

 

 To pivot from the center of the object; set the pivot point, 
which can be a fixed coordinate or a percentage. 
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Tweened Animation 

 Defines a rotation animation, taking five seconds to make one 
full clockwise rotation, pivoting from the center of the object: 
<rotate 

android:fromDegrees=”0” 

android:toDegrees=”360” 

android:pivotX=”50%” 

android:pivotY=”50%” 

android:duration=”5000” /> 
 

 Programmatically, you can create this same animation using 
the RotateAnimation class within the android.view.animation 
package. 
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Tweened Animation 

 Working with Scaling Transformations  

 Scaling operations to stretch objects vertically and 
horizontally.  

  

 Scaling operations are defined as relative scales. 

 

  scale value of 1.0 as 100 percent, or fullsize. 

 

 To scale to half-size, or 50 percent, set the target scale value 
of 0.5. 
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Tweened Animation 

 Scale horizontally and vertically on different scales or on the 
same scale. 

 

 You need to set four values for proper scaling:  

 starting scale(fromXScale, fromYScale) and  

 target scale (toXScale, toYScale). 

 

 Again, you can use a pivot point to stretch your object from a 
specific (x,y) coordinate such as the  

 center or 

 another coordinate. 
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Tweened Animation 

 The following XML resource file excerpt defines a scaling animation, 
taking five seconds to double an object’s size, pivoting from the 
center of the object: 

 

<scale android:pivotX=”50%” 

android:pivotY=”50%” 

android:fromXScale=”1.0” 

android:fromYScale=”1.0” 

android:toXScale=”2.0” 

android:toYScale=”2.0” 

android:duration=”5000” /> 

 

 Programmatically, you can create this same animation using the 
ScaleAnimation class within the android.view.animation package. 
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Tweened Animation 

 Working with Moving Transformations : 

  

 You can move objects around using translate  operations. 

 

 Translate operations move an object from one position on the 
(x,y) coordinate to another coordinate. 

 

 To perform a translate operation, you must specify the 
change, or delta, in the object’s coordinates. 

 

 You can set four values for translations: starting position 
(fromXDelta, fromYDelta) and relative target location 
(toXDelta, toYDelta). 
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Tweened Animation 

 The following XML resource file excerpt defines a translate 
animation, taking 5 seconds to move an object up (negative) by 100 
on the y-axis. 

 

 Set the fillAfter property to be true, so the object doesn’t “jump” 
back to its starting position when the animation finishes: 

 

<translate android:toYDelta=”-100” 

android:fillAfter=”true” 

android:duration=”2500” /> 

 

 Programmatically, you can create this same animation using the 
TranslateAnimation class within the android.view.animation 
package. 
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Tweened Animation 

  Working with Different Interpolators : 

 

 The animation interpolator determines the rate at which a 
transformation happens in time : 

 

• AccelerateDecelerateInterpolator: Animation starts slowly, 
speeds up, and ends slowly 

• AccelerateInterpolator: Animation starts slowly and then 
accelerates 

• AnticipateInterpolator: Animation starts backward, and then 
flings forward 
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Tweened Animation 

 AnticipateOvershootInterpolator: Animation starts backward, 
flings forward, overshoots its destination, and then settles at 
the destination 

 BounceInterpolator: Animation “bounces” into place at its 
destination 

 CycleInterpolator: Animation is repeated a certain number of 
times smoothly transitioning from one cycle to the next 

 DecelerateInterpolator: Animation begins quickly, and then 
decelerates 

 LinearInterpolator: Animation speed is constant throughout 

 OvershootInterpolator: Animation overshoots its destination, 
and then settles at the destination 
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Tweened Animation 

 Specify the interpolator used by an animation  
programmatically using the setInterpolator() method or  

 in the animation XML resource using the android:interpolator 
attribute. 


